JEPHTE COLIN
Email:d
 rakecolinj@gmail.com | Phone:(+509)3743-8713
GitHub:ht tps://github.com/Draketheb4dass

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jephte-colin-504660168/
Stackoverflow : https://stackoverflow.com/users/9662401/dr4ke-the-b4dass

TECHNICAL SKILLS
Languages/Framework: A
 ndroid(Kotlin, Java), Javascript(ES6, ES5), HTML5/CSS3, Python, Pandas,
React, Gatsby, React Native, NextJS, BulmaCSS, Node, Express, GraphQL.
Databases/ORM/BaaS: M
 ySQL,MongoDB, Backendless, SQlite, Firebase, AWS, mLab, EC2.
Deployment/TDD: H
 eroku, Vercel, Netlify, Circle-CI, Travis CI, Firebase App Deployment, Git

SELECTED EXPERIENCE
FLEXX SHIPPING(Haiti) | CTO & Co-founder(July 2020-PRESENT)
I’m the CTO and Co-founder at Flexx shipping. I built the website: flexx-shipping.com. Using NextJS and
deployed on Vercel. Set up a custom domain and custom emails @flexx-shipping.com. I take care of
everything related to technology as we are a startup with only 3(three) members.

TRIM AGENCY (FL, USA) | ANDROID DEV(Jan 2020-PRESENT) t eams link at TRIM
I work from home building an Android app called DiWi(a fashion app) currently in the user testing phase.
The app is built using Java 8, Dagger2, RxJava, and uses MVP as architecture, while Zeplin is used for UI
and the backend is built by another developer using Rails.

TRANSITION DIGITALE(Haiti) | ANDROID DEV, SCRUM MASTER, PRODUCT MANAGER(2018-PRESENT)
I work from home building Android apps and web apps, while using Agile methodologies(SCRUM). We
use Travis CI, Circle CI for Continuous Integration, we have daily meetings on Zoom, and use Github to
store our code.
On some projects I work as a Product Manager managing the product using JIRA and Excel, helping the
designer using Figma and Sketch, and gathering requirements from the clients.
I worked on GivePower(givepower.org) Dashboard as a Product Manager, a company specializing in
providing drinking water in poor countries. This project was very complicated as there was a lot of

equipment outside of our domain of expertise, like Tesla Powerwall, Inverters, and water desalination
system.

CODEPATH HAITI(CA, USA) | ANDROID INSTRUCTOR, TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE(2018-Present)
I teach engineers how to build data-driven android apps for 8 weeks long Bootcamp. I review their
homework, do code reviews. (Todo app, Twitter clone, Instagram clone, and projects).
I specifically teach Java, Git, Android API, and how to use Firebase, Backendless.
XTech | JAVASCRIPT & GIT INSTRUCTOR(July 2019- Jan 2020)
I teach JavaScript(ES5, ES6) and Git to software developers.
I also teach Algorithms and data structures using JavaScript. Courses are held onsite and sometimes
online using Zoom, Codepen.

EDUCATION
CodepathHaiti| A
 ndroid Bootcamp alumni(2018)

ACHIEVEMENTS AND INTERESTS
- I built a few Android apps during the Codepath Bootcamp:
Todo app(https://github.com/Draketheb4dass/Super-Note), Twitter Clone, Flickster(IMDB like app), and
actually building an MVP Kunuk (real estate app like Trulia).
- A personal blog using GatsbyJS running on Netlify(https://colinjephte.com)
- A website for Flexx Shipping(https://flexx-shipping.com)
- A website(in progress) for a real estate side project(kunuk)
- I really like video games, reading sci-fi, self-help and technical books/Medium articles, and music(Pop,
Alternative)
- I like learning new technologies and techniques in the IT industry.
- I enjoy playing around with data, mainly Pandas framework.

